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1. INTRODUCTION 
The nonlinear variation of constants formula of Alekseev [l] has been used 
by several authors [2-6] to study the stability and asymptotic behavior of 
solutions of nonlinear differential equations. In this paper we use the nonlinear 
variation of constants formula of Alekseev [I] to study the behavior of solu- 
tions of a nonlinear differential system of the form 
r’(t) = f[t, YWI + iT[t, Y(t), ~Y(Ql. (1) 
The system will be studied as a perturbation of the nonlinear differential 
system 
x’(t) =f[t, x(t)]. (2) 
Here x, y, f, and g are the elements of R”, an n-dimensional Euclidean space. 
Primes will always denote differentiation with respect to t. Let I be the inter- 
val 0 < t < co and C[X, Y] denote the space of continuous functions from 
X to Y where X and Y are any convenient spaces. We shall assume that 
f~ C[I x R”, R”], that fs[t, ~1 exists and is continuous on I x Rn into R”, 
that g E CII x Rn x R”, R’“], and that T is a continuous operator which 
maps R” into R”. We denote by y(t, t, , yO) the solution of (1) through the 
initial point (to , y,,) and by x(t, t, , x,,) the solution of (2) through the initial 
point (to, x,,) for t, > 0. The symbol / . / will denote some convenient norm 
on R” as well as a corresponding consistent matrix norm. 
In [3] the authors have introduced the notion of uniform stability in 
variation, which is less general than integral stability, but sometimes easier 
to verify and amenable to a broader class of perturbations. Here we define 
a new type of stability in terms of the behavior of solutions of (2) and the 
variational system corresponding to the solution of (2), which may be easier 
to verify in practice. In Section 3 we give our main results on the behavior 
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of solutions of (1) under some suitable conditions on the perturbation term g 
and on the operator T. A simple nonlinear example is given to illustrate the 
application of the results. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
It is known [4] the derivative matrix 
exists, and satisfies the variational equation 
(3) 
such that 
@(to , t, , x,,) = E (identity matrix). 
We now define a new kind of stability in terms of the behavior of solutions 
of (2) and the variational system (3). 
DEFINITION 1. The solution x = 0 of (2) is said to be exponentially 
asymptotically stable in variation if there exist constants M > 0, c > 0 such 
that 
I x(t, t, , x,)1 < M I x0 ) e-c(f-fo) 
and 
I @(t, to , xo)I < MP’“-“o’ 
for all t > to > 0 and 1 x,, 1 sufficiently small. 
DEFINITION 2. The solution x = 0 of (2) is said to be un;form+ slowly 
growing in variation if and only if for every E > 0 there exists a constant M, 
possibly depending on C, such that 
1 x(t, to ) x0)1 < M 1 x0 1 e’(‘-fo) 
and 
1 @(t, to ) x(-J < Me”-’ 
for all t > t, > 0 and 1 x0 1 < 00. 
We note from [3] that a function z(t) is slowly growing if and only if for 
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every E > 0 there exists a constant ;11, which may depend on E, such that 
j z(t)1 < Meet, t -;.. to :> 0. 
We require the following integral inequality of the Gronwall-Bellman 
type proved in [7]. 
LEMMA. Let u(t), h(t), and h(t) be real-oaked nonnegative continuous 
functions defined on I, for which the inequality 
u(t) < u,, + jt: h(s) u(s) ds + jtt h(s) [k; k(T) 4’) dT] ds, t E I, 
0 
holds, where u. is a nonnegative constant. Then 
U(t) < u. [ 1 + It: h(s) exp (It, [h(T) + k(T)] dT) ds] , 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
In this section we use the nonlinear variation of constants formula of 
Alekseev [l] to study the comparative stability, boundedness, and the asymp- 
totic behavior of the solutions of (1) and (2) under some suitable conditions 
on the perturbation term g and on the operator T. Theorem 1 below esta- 
blishes that corresponding to every bounded solution of (2) there corresponds 
a bounded solution of (1). 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that 
I @,(t, SY ) A+, Y! ZII G p(s) (I Y I + I 2 I), t,SEI, (4) 
where p(s) E CII, R+] and J-c p(s) ds < co. Further, suppose that the operator T 
satisfies the inequality 
I Ty(t)l G j-1 q(s) I Y(s)I ds, (5) 
where q(s) E C[I, R,] and SC q(s) ds < co. Then for every bounded solution 
x(t) = x(t, to, x0) of (2) on I, the corresponding solution y(t) = y(t, to, yo) of 
(1) is bounded on I. 
Proof. Using the nonlinear variation of constants formula of Alekseev [l], 
the solutions of (1) and (2) with the same initial values are related by 
y(t) = s(t) + f-* W, s, Y(S)) g[s, y(s), Ty(s)l ds. 
_ to 
(6) 
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From (4), (5), and (6), we obtain 
where c is the upper bound for 1 x(l)1 . Now an application of the Lemma 
yields 
I YWI d c [ 1 + (P(S) exp (It”, [P(T) + ~~(41 dT) ds] 
The above estimation implies the boundedness of y(t) on 1, and the theorem 
is proved. 
It is important to note that Theorem 1 implies not only the boundedness, 
but the stability of y(t), if c is small enough. However, the above estimation 
does not prove the asymptotic stability. 
Brauer [2] has shown that if the trivial solution of (2) is exponentially 
asymptotically stable, and if g[t, y, T’] = g(2, y) = o(I y I) as I y I + 0 
uniformly in t, then the trivial solution of (1) is also exponentially asymp- 
totically stable. The next theorem is closely related to Theorem 2 given in [2] 
under more general conditions on the perturbation term g and on the 
operator T. 
THEOREM 2. Let the solution x = 0 of (2) b e ex p onentially asymptotically 
stable in variation. Suppose that the perturbation g[t, y, x] satisjes 
I gp, y, ZII d p(t) (I Y I + I 2, I), t E I, (7) 
where p(t) E CII, R,] and St p(s) ds < co. Further, suppose that the operator T 
satisjies the inequality 
I TyP)l G ct Jf: ds) I ~($1 & (8) 
where c > 0, q(s) E C[I, R,] and sc q(s) ds < co. Then all solutions of (1) 
approach zero as t + co. 
Proof. It is known that the solutions of (1) and (2) with the same initial 
values are related by the integral equation (6). Using (6), (7), and (8) together 
with the exponential asymptotic stability in variation of (2), we obtain 
1 J(t)1 ,( Ill 1 y. 1 e-c(f-to) + j-1 ~~f~-c’f-“‘p(s) [ 1 y(s)1 + e-j-: q(7) / y(~)l dr] ds. 
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Multiplying both sides of the above inequality by ecf, applying the Lemma 
with u(t) = 1 y(t)1 ect, then multiplying by e-ct, we obtain 
The above estimation yields the desired result if we choose M and 1 yO 1 
small enough, and the proof of the theorem is complete. 
In [3] the authors have studied the perturbations of a class of unstable 
systems, namely those whose solutions grow more slowly than any positive 
exponential. Theorem 3 below demonstrates that the solution of (I) grows 
more slowly than any positive exponential. 
THEOREM 3. Let the solution x = 0 of (2) be uniformly slowly growing in 
variation and let the perturbation g[t, y, z] satisfy 
I gp, Y, XII <p(t) (I Y I + I 2 I)! t EI, 
wherep(t) E CII, R,] and jTp(s) ds < co. Suppose that the operator T satisJies 
the inequality 
I TWl G eft Jt: q(s) I r(s)1 ds, 
where E > 0, q(s) E C[I, R,] and sz q(s) ds < 03. Further, suppose that there 
exist constants M and k such that 
jr Alp(s) exp (1’ [Alp(~) + q(7) eEr] d+) ds < k, 
to to 
then all solutions of (2) are slowly growing. 
The proof of this theorem follows by the similar argument as in the proofs 
of the above theorems, and hence we omit the details. 
4. EXAMPLE 
In this section, we give a simple example to illustrate our Theorem 2. 
Consider the differential equations 
and 
x’ = e-2t$ (9) 
y’ = ec2ty3 + g[t, y, Ty]. (10) 
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Suppose that the perturbation term g and the operator T in (10) satisfy the 
hypotheses (7) and (8) of Theorem 2 with c = +. The solution of (9) is given 
by 
44 to y ~~1 = Yoe 
-i(t-to)[yo2(e-(3t-“0) _ e-(ti-tO)) + e-(f-t,bp 
, t >, to 30, 
where y. is a constant. From (ll), we have 
1 s(t, to , yo)l < M 1 y. 1 e-*(f-fo), 
if 
Here 
J[y~(e-(3~-kJ - e-(‘+b)) + e-(t-b)]-* 1 < J,f, fi. > 0. 
@(t, to ) yo) = e-t(t-to)[yo2(e-f(“-fO) _ e-f(t+5kJ) + ,-Wd-#, 
tat020 
and 
since 
1 @(t, to , yo)l < Me-t(f-fo), 
I[Jr;(e-f(7f-to) _ e-f(f+5kl’) + ,-way-s , < &r* 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
From (12) and (14) it is clear that the solution x = 0 of (9) is exponentially 
asymptotically stable in variation. 
Using the nonlinear variation of constants formula of Alekseev any solution 
y(t) =: y(t, to , yo) of (10) is given by 
y(t) = x(t) + Jf: @( t,s, Y(S)) gh Y(S), TYNI 6 (15) 
where x(t) = x(t, to , yo) and Q, are as given in (11) and (14). Now from (15), 
(12), and (14) in view of the conditions (7) and (8) on g and on the operator T, 
we obtain 
) y(t)/ < 1 y. 1 e-t(t-fo) + 1” e-‘(t-“)p(s) [I y(s)1 + e-” [fq(~) I Y(T)/ dT] ds. 
frJ 
Now, by following the similar argument as in the proof of Theorem 2, we 
have ) y(t)1 - 0 as t - co, and the conclusion of Theorem 2 is true. 
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